This catalogue lists and illustrates prints and drawings on medical themes from the Fry Collection at Yale University Medical Library. This wonderfully rich collection consists of about 2000 images gathered over almost thirty years by Dr Fry, who donated it to the library in 1955. The images span five centuries and include the work of over six hundred artists, including great masters such as Pieter Bruegel, Rembrandt van Rijn, Guercino, and Hendrick Goltzius. It is especially strong on French and British works, particularly images representing the interaction of doctors and patients, specific diseases and injuries, and therapeutic practices. Almost half of the works are satirical or humorous, including a large number of excellent caricatures by the French Honoré Daumier (1808--1879) and the British Thomas Rowlandson (1756--1827).

Each item consists of a black-and-white reproduction of the work (all roughly the size of the 35-mm. negative from which they were printed, which makes a magnifying glass a necessary aid for most readers) and a textual entry identifying the artist, title, medium, dimensions, and inscription (if any). The catalogue is organized thematically, with ninety-nine subject groupings arranged into fourteen main topics dedicated to different medical professions and trades, institutions, practices, diseases, therapies, and so on. This arrangement allows for the comparison of contemporary representations of the same topic---for instance, a dozen depictions of grimacing faces ingesting medicines---or even a single subject---such as seven different portraits displaying the obesity of Mr Daniel Lambert of Leicester, *c*.1800; as well as the examination of continuities and changes in representation over time. (The thematic arrangement, however, is insensitive to differences in medium or genre.) The excellent indexes at the end of the catalogue allow the reader quickly to navigate the collection, searching by artist, title, publisher, name, and subject.

The richness of the collection, the inclusion of a reproduction of every single item in it, and the care with which the catalogue has been edited and put together will make this a valuable tool for those interested in the intersection of art and medicine, as well as for those simply looking for striking images with which to illustrate their research or teaching.
